Week 18: Entrepreneurship
Q. 101: Which statement do you agree with?

Which statements do you agree with
I can manage people eﬀecOvely, assign
roles for work and keep project moving
towards compleOon
I know how to sell ideas and products
and can describe what selling involves

Agree strongly

I know how to assemble and moOvate
an eﬀecOve team

Agree somewhat

I set prioriOes and organize to achieve
them

Neutral
Disagree somewhat

I know how and where to ﬁnd
informaOon and how to use it
I ﬁnd new ways to solve problems
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The statements most of the respondents ‘agree strongly’ with are ‘I have new ways to solve problems’, ‘I
can manage people effectively, assign roles for work and keep project moving toward completion’ and ‘I
know how to sell ideas and products and can describe what selling involves’.
Q.102: Which statement do you agree with regarding risk taking?

Which statement do you agree with regarding risk
taking
I regularly take calculated risks to
gain potenOal advantage
Agree strongly

For me, the best possible plan is
one that is risk free

Agree somewhat
Neutral

I believe that higher risks are
worth taking for higher rewards

Disagree somewhat
Disagree strongly

I am prepared to invest a lot of my
own capital to take a business
opportunity
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The respondents have a positive view about risks. Most of them ‘believe that higher risks are worth
taking for higher rewards’, are ‘prepared to invest a lot of their own capital to take a business
opportunity’ and ‘regularly take calculated risks to gain potential advantage’.
Q.103: At present do you have a small business

At present do you have a small
business?

33%

Yes
No

67%

A full one third of the respondents currently have a small business.
Q.104: How would you categorize the reason for your business

How would you categorize the reason for
your business
Necessity driven (You have
seen the need for a certain
business that can beneﬁt
people)

33%

67%

Opportunity driven (You have
seen an opportunity in the
market and want to exploit it

The reason for their business is primarily ‘necessity driven’.
Q.105: Have you helped anyone with a business?

Have you helped anyone with a
business?

33%

Yes
No
67%

Two third of the respondents have helped someone with a business.
Q.106: Have you considered starting your own business in the near future?

Have you considered star=ng your own
business in the near future

Yes

100%

All of them have thought about starting their own business in the near future.
Q.107: What type of challenge do you think you will face

What type of challenge do you think
you will face?
17%

16%
I am not aware of any
Lack of funding/capital
Lack of support
67%

‘Lack of funding’ is presented by the respondents as the primary challenge they might face.
Q.108: How do you perceive funding/capital in entrepreneurship?

How do you perceive funding/capital in
entrepreneurship?
It is the only thing that is important in a
business

11%
33%

45%

Funding/capital is important but to a
certain extent
Funding/capital is the least important
as there are many other factors in the
business

11%

I don’t know

One third of the respondents think ‘funding is the only thing that is important in a business’. 45%
mentioned ‘it is the least important’ while 11% said ‘it is important but to a certain extent’. It is
interesting to see that although lack of capital is the major concern of the respondents, factors other
than funding are given more importance by majority of the respondents.
Q.109: Do you think funds/capital are accessible?

Do you think funds/capital are
accessible?

33%

Yes, they are
No, they are not

67%

Only one third of the respondents think funds/capital are accessible while the remaining majority claim
they are not.
Q.110: How best do you think that those funds can be accessed?

How best do you think that those funds can be
accessed

33%
Through seeking ﬁnance
Through loans
67%

Majority of the respondents stated funds can be accessed primarily from loans. ‘Seeking finance’ was
mentioned as the other method of accessing funds.
Q.111: Do you feel that you have the skills and training to start a business

Do you feel that you have the skills
and training to start a business?
Yes, my current educaOon
will fulﬁll the
entrepreneurial
requirement

22%

No, I need more training
and skills

78%

Around four fifth of the respondents mentioned they have the skills and training to start a business
while the remaining feel that they need more training and skills.
Q.112: Do you feel that you have sufficient technical skills?

Do you feel that you have suﬃcient
technical skills?

33%

Yes
No
67%

Majority of the respondents feel that they have technical skills.
Q.113: Do you feel that you have sufficient managerial skills?

Do you feel that you have suﬃcient
managerial skills

Yes

100%

All of them feel that they have sufficient managerial skills.
Q.114: Do you feel that you need further skills and training?

Do you feel that you need further
skills and training

Yes

100%

All of them feel that they need further skills and training.

